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Gerald  Horne's  latest  book,  The  Deepest
South, investigates the reciprocal influence which
the United States and Brazil, the two main slave
societies  of  the  Americas,  had  on  each  other's
commitment to the slave trade and slavery. His re‐
search has led him to a vast and varied body of
sources,  which includes accounts of  travelers to
Brazil, personal letters, published newspapers ar‐
ticles,  and  congressional  debates.  While  he  has
ably built from these materials a compelling nar‐
rative of the involvement of U.S. nationals in the
illegal  commerce of  African slaves,  and of  their
experiences with and expectations of Brazil, per‐
haps the greatest contribution of this work is its
hemispheric approach. As the author explains on
the first page of the introduction, this book argues
that  U.S.  slavery  is  better  understood  in  hemi‐
spheric terms. Indeed, Horne successfully shows
that certain events, developments, and ideas that
were  taking  shape  between  the  early  and  late
nineteenth century throughout the Americas, par‐

ticularly in Brazil,  influenced debates over slav‐
ery and the fate of blacks in the United States be‐
fore, during, and after the Civil War. Conversely,
events, developments, and ideas taking shape in
the United States at that same time, he argues, in‐
fluenced Brazil's  own dealings with the issue of
slavery and the slave trade. 

Horne develops the two main threads of his
study--U.S. involvement in the African slave trade,
and  the  hemispheric  trajectory  of  slavery--in
eleven chapters that span the ante- and postbel‐
lum  periods.  Focusing  on  the  early  nineteenth
century, the first three chapters of the book exam‐
ine  slavery  in,  and  the  African  slave  trade  to,
Brazil,  the  different  American  positions  on  the
trade, and the extensive role U.S. nationals and re‐
sources  played  in  sustaining  it.  Chapters  4
through 7 delve further into the antebellum peri‐
od,  with  a  particular  interest  in  understanding
how various interactions with Brazil informed the
growing sectional divide on the issues of slavery



and the African slave trade. Thus, chapter 4 dis‐
cusses the views of Virginian Henry Wise, using
the  example  of  this  American  diplomat  who
served in Brazil to illustrate the complex position
some antebellum Southerners held, opposing the
African slave trade at the same time they support‐
ed slavery itself. Chapter 5 investigates how wit‐
nessing Brazilian slavery informed the opposing
opinions American sojourners in that country had
on  slavery  and  the  slave  trade  during  the  late
1840s and early 1850s. Chapter 6 turns to another
well-known figure, Matthew Fontaine Maury, and
his  potentially  lesser-known  schemes  for  the
Amazon, including those of exporting U.S. slaves
to  the  region,  controlling  the  Amazon River  for
commercial purposes, and annexing South Ameri‐
can territories. Finally, chapter 7 reveals the con‐
tinuous  involvement  of  U.S.  nationals  in  the
African slave trade after Brazil made it illegal in
1850. Together, the chapters that form this section
of  the  book show how the  shadow of  Brazilian
slavery  hung  over  the  increasingly  contentious
views  on  the  institution  and  colored  the  argu‐
ments  of  both  the  pro-slavery  and  abolitionist
sides of that debate. While chapter 8 quickly con‐
siders the impact of the Civil War on the trajecto‐
ry of slavery in that country, and the involvement
of  U.S.  nationals  in  the  African  slavery  trade,
chapters 9 to 11 return to the theme of American-
Brazilian exchanges.  By examining U.S.  plans to
deport free blacks to Brazil during and after the
Civil War, the decision of a group of defeated Con‐
federates to migrate to that South American coun‐
try and, finally,  the experiences,  challenges,  and
disillusionments  émigrés  experienced  in  Brazil,
this  section  reveals  how  Brazil  initially  fed  the
hopes  of  pro-slavery  Americans  and  eventually
forced them to come to terms with the end of the
institution in the United States. 

Throughout the book, Horne develops a few
themes that will attract the attention of scholars
of the histories of slavery,  the African Diaspora,
and nation-building in the United States. Horne's
treatment of documents that recorded the partici‐

pation of  American capital,  ships,  and crews in
the African slave trade, for instance, suggests that
were  it  not  for  U.S.  involvement,  abolitionists'
mid-nineteenth-century  efforts  to  end  the  inhu‐
mane,  and by then illegal,  commerce in human
beings would have been more successful.  More‐
over, he shows that the persistent American par‐
ticipation in  the  trade  allowed citizens  of  other
countries to extend their own involvement in the
slave trade: by using American vessels, employing
American crews, hoisting the American flag, and
even  adopting  American  citizenship,  Brazilian,
Spanish,  Portuguese,  and  other  national  groups
were able to secure more tranquil passage across
the Atlantic for themselves and their human car‐
goes.  While  his  discussion  of  the  African  slave
trade  contributes  to  our  understanding  of  the
structure of  a  trade that  promoted the involun‐
tary movement of millions of people from Africa
to the Americas, and is suggestive of the impact
that  migratory movement  had on developments
in the American continent, it also raises the ques‐
tion of how slavery affected nation-building in the
nineteenth century. This question is perhaps the
most intriguing and appealing part of The Deepest
South. Thus, Horne presents the reader with evi‐
dence that suggests that, while some slave traders
adopted U.S.  citizenship as a means to continue
their  involvement  in  the  African  slave  trade,
Southerners felt  their political and economic in‐
terests made an approximation with Brazil more
interesting  than  the  preservation  of  the  Union.
Similarly,  émigrés  from  the  Confederacy  saw
Brazil as a desirable refuge in the aftermath of the
Civil  War because of  a common commitment to
slavery.  Slavery  emerges  from  this  discussion,
therefore, as a disruptive force to the process of
nation-building  in  the  United  States,  not  simply
because Northern and Southern states could not
agree  on  the  issue,  but  because,  for  some,  the
commitment  to  slavery  was  perceived  as  a
stronger foundation for the construction of a com‐
mon political and economic identity than any oth‐
er factor. 
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Scholars of Brazilian or African-American his‐
tory,  however,  may  find  themselves  frustrated
with some aspects of Horne's study. The book is at
its weakest when it tries to give the reader an idea
of the debates or developments around the issue
of slavery that were taking place in Brazil during
the mid-nineteenth century. While it was not the
intent of this study to closely examine Brazilian
slavery, there are still a few points of the narra‐
tive that could be improved if more serious con‐
sideration had been given to the literature in that
field. For instance, the author claims that the par‐
ticipation of  U.S.  nationals  in the illegal  African
slave  trade  permanently  transformed  Brazil.
While American involvement in the trade appears
to have ensured the continuous transfer of a large
number  of  enslaved  Africans  to  Brazil,  such  a
statement ignores the longer history of Brazilian
slavery,  and  the  internal  developments  that  al‐
lowed for the rise of yet another major crop on
the back of slaves. Similarly, the author's discus‐
sion of American accounts of the racial environ‐
ment and racial attitudes in Brazil comes danger‐
ously close to reproducing the image of a racially
tolerant and equal society that emerges from his
sources. A discussion of Brazilian sources and lit‐
erature  could  have  provided  a  useful  counter‐
point to the exaggerated or romanticized descrip‐
tions  of  a  benevolent  and  permissive  racial
regime that American visitors to that country pro‐
duced--descriptions  that  were  probably  more
heavily informed by their expectations of what a
racially divided society should look like, than by
careful observation of local race relations. Finally,
The Deepest South offers little discussion of what
role  Africans  and  their  descendants  played  in
such a crucial moment of the trajectory of Atlantic
slavery.  For instance,  when examining coloniza‐
tion schemes that  proposed the removal  of  free
American blacks to Brazil, the author argues that
one reason African Americans remained in North
America  was  other  countries'  reluctance  to  re‐
ceive them. The inclusion of this statement in a
book that mostly focuses on the ideas, plans, and

schemes of various white men (and a few white
women), bent on the preservation of slavery, cre‐
ates  the  wrong  impression  that  blacks  in  the
Americas had few ideas of their own about what
they wished to do with their lives or where they
felt they belonged. 

Despite  these  shortcomings,  The  Deepest
South provides an important and useful examina‐
tion of the impact of the idea and persistence of
Brazilian slavery on American positions on the is‐
sue and on the historical trajectory of slavery in
the United States. It thus unquestionably ties to‐
gether the history of these two countries, and in‐
vites  scholars  to  consider what  other aspects  of
American or  Brazilian  national  history  must  be
examined in a hemispheric perspective. 
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If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the network, at
https://networks.h-net.org/h-atlantic 
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